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CRAFTSMANSHIP &
NEW
ORDER
RIGHT DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL

STOUBY FURNITURE IS ON A MISSION TO
CREATE DANISH DESIGN OF THE FUTURE
BASED ON THE CRAFTSMANSHIP AND
DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF THE PAST.
We wish to promote new ideas,
new forms, and new thoughts.
We wish to enrich the world
with innovative design. In a
world full of conventions and
compromises, Stouby challenges the design agenda,
bringing a new era to furniture
design. Our designs are created
in conjunction with the frontrunners from a new generation
of designers.
While endorsing the new, we
hold on to old virtues. We
craft the main part of Stoubys
furniture in our factory in
Denmark. We still master the
old techniques of craftsmanship and combine them with
new technology to create
supreme quality. For Stouby
Furniture, supreme quality

means absolutely great seating
comfort, long lasting designs
and products which last for
centuries. We never compromise
on this. So let your eyes fall in
love with our beautiful designs.
Your body –and your guests –
will love you for it.
Craftsmanship since 1902
Stouby Furniture was founded
in 1902 by a creative entrepreneur. We have a strong tradition
for thorough craftsmanship. We
master the old techniques, the
new technology and combine
these two in order to create furniture in high quality. At Stouby
Furniture we carry out the
details that other manufactures
skip. Each piece of furniture is
made to order by the company’s
experienced craftsmen.

FROST
Frost is inspired by a snowdrift’s beautiful organic form.
The chair’s floating futuristic expression with clear
references to the design aesthetic of the 40’s and 50’s,
has become an instant classic.

YOUR WAY!

CONCORD
Concord has the light elegance of the legendary airplane.
Just like the wings of a concorde the armrests merges
seamlessly with the chair in a balanced unity. Sitting
in the chair you experience the freedom of flying as the
chair tips and turns and encourages you to move your
body or rest in any way you please.

YOUR

BILOBA

WAY!

Scandinavian design meets eastern mystique in the
Biloba lounge chair. A three-dimensional shell is
created by two identical elements, which are inspired
by the beautiful leafs of the Gingko Biloba temple
Tree. Like Yin and Yang, the two leaves connect in a
light yet strong unity with a characteristic Scandinavian aesthetic. Only natural Scandinavian materials
are used to make each Biloba chair. Choose between
different types of wood and material to create your
own expression.

HAVE A

BOAT
Boat has a distinctive design that can be both a visual storm
and a quiet journey on a tranquil sea. When upholstered with
fabric in matching colours Boat is a noble and discreet piece
of design but when made with contrasting colours, Boat
becomes a naughty sailor that catches everyone’s eye.

HANG ON

FROST

WIGWAM

Hang On stands out as a casual yet very elegant
lounge chair that welcomes everyone from every
angle. Don’t be fooled by the light and laid-back
expression, behind the effortless design is a sturdy
chair with great seating comfort.

The newly launched central column in stainless
steel accentuates the floating futuristic expression of Frost. The chair is inspired by a snowdrift’s
beautiful organic form and has clear references to
the design aesthetic of the 40’s and 50’s.

Wigwam is a charmer that gives you a soft hug
as you sink in. Wigwam rebels against traditional
proportions with its oversized back cushion and
playful lines. The charming curves spreads immediate delight into any living room.

MIRAGE
Mirage is flexible. In every possible way.
Due to the inviting curves of the armrests
and backrest you can sit anyway you like.
The sofa is modular, so you can build the sofa
anyway you like. Huge, small, straight, or with
cosy corners. And the design invites you to
use different fabrics and leathers to create a
personal expression. Place Mirage anywhere
in a room – it’s also gorgeous from the back.

GEMINI
A strict design softened by elegant curves and superb
comfort. Minimalism is made warm and welcoming with
the soft curves of Gemini in perfect symmetry. The low back
levels with the armrests making the corners very comfy.

ORCA
Orca has a playful personality and is set to be the starring
role of any room. The futuristic sofa calls for playing
with multiple colours and expressions. Orca represents a
streamlined design of the future.

WIDE
A light design with cheeky angles. The slim cushions and
delicate frame gives Wide a floating characteristic, while
the innovative angles provide optimal comfort. On the
back an oversized zip enhances the cheeky design.

SOUL
A classic and timeless Scandinavian sofa. The slim
armrest and slightly oversized cushions comes together
in a well-balanced Nordic design. Soul is a minimalistic
yet very comfortable sofa.

V11
Illum Wikkelsø’s classic design, V11, from 1965 has been relaunched by Stouby Furniture.
Illum Wikkelsø was part of the design generation who brought Danish Design to the
attention of the world with its functional and simplistic philosophy. Illum Wikkelsøs’s
ground principals were that a chair should embrace the human body, please the eye and
at the same time be solid and timeless. The proportions of the sofa with its long and deep
seat, low backrest and inserted legs are features that made it a style buster of its time.
And today it more than meets the demands of a modern sofa.

CUBO
A small cube shaped sculpture that surprises with its soft
and inviting comfort. Due to great craftsmanship this strict
cube design is also a very comfortable chair. Choose the
beautiful wooden frame for a warm classic look or the
stylish steel frame for a modern expression.

CUMULUS + CIRRUS
The airy design of Cumulus and Cirrus is inspired by the
organic shapes of a cloud. The soft design floats on an
asymmetric table leg just as the co-ordinating Concord
chair. Cumulus is named after the low cumulus clouds and
comes in two heights. Together they make your décor as
playful as the weather. Cirrus is the smaller sibling named
after the high silky cirrus clouds and this light side table
fits in almost everywhere.

Cirrus

Cumulus

FROST

FROST
by FurnID
2011

CONCORD LOW
by Thomas Pedersen
2011

CONCORD HIGH
by Thomas Pedersen
2011

CONCORD LOW

CONCORD HIGH

BILOBA

Solid oak, stained, soap or oil treated.
Central column in stainless steel and
return function is optional.

W 72
H 76/74
SH 46
D 66

BILOBA

Low chair without tilt. Polished aluminium legs.
Lacquered leg in black, white or other colour is
optinal. Footstool is also available.

W 95
H 92
SH 41
D 79

BOAT

High chair with or without tilt.
Polished aluminium legs.
Lacquered leg in black, white or other
colour is optional. Footstool is also available.

W 95
H 98/99
SH 38/41
D 79

HANG ON

by Acer Design
2013

by Jakob Berg
2004

by John Sebastian
2002

BOAT

HANG ON

Oak soap treated, lacquered, blackstained,
walnut or makassar. Legs in highly polished
aluminium. Return function is optional.

W 70
H 78
SH 42
D 63

Brushed stainless steel legs.
Moulded frame and coldfoam seat with a pocket
sprung core. Couture stitching is optional.

W 75
H 77
SH 44
D 72

Lounge chair in stainless steel.

W 72
H 72
SH 53
D 78

WIGWAM

WIGWAM
by Tom Stepp
2009

WIDE
by Tom Stepp
2003

V11
by Illum Wikkelsø
1965

WIDE

V11

CUBO

Chair and footstool.
Satinized 5 star base. Return function is optional.

W 80/60
H 88/43
SH 43/43
D 76/47

CUBO

Lounge chair. Brushed stainless steel.
Couture stitching is optional.

W 87
H 87
SH 46
D 87

CIRRUS

High chair and footstool. Solid oak, soap
or oil treated or lacquered. Piping on seat,
back and arms.

W 88/65
H 89/34
SH 44/33
D 93/48

CUMULUS

by Hans Thyge
2003

by Thomas Pedersen
2010

by Thomas Pedersen
2010

CIRRUS

CUMULUS

Chair, 2-seater and 3-seater.
Powder coated steel frame in black, white
and anthracite. Legs in alu, beech, solid oak
and stained.

W 83/141/181
H 75
SH 43
D 69

Coffee table.
Polished aluminium legs. High pressure laminate
in black or white. Please ask for other colours.

W 64
H 48
D 50

Coffee table in two heights.
Polished aluminium legs. High pressure laminate
in black or white. Please ask for other colours.

W 108
H 43/48
D 84

MIRAGE

GEMINI

ORCA

MIRAGE

GEMINI

ORCA

Module based sofa with 4 different modules - shown below.
Legs in oak soap- or oil treated. Alu legs is an option.
Numerous possibilities.

Chair, love seat, 2-seater, 2,5-seater or 3-seater.
Legs: Alu round, solid oak soap- or oil treated or steel runner.

2,5-seater, 3-seater or 3,5-seater. Legs in stainless
steel, satinized. Resilient foam with pocket sprung.

W
H
SH
D

W
H
SH
D

by Thomas Pedersen 2012

H 72
SH 42
D 90

80

by Verner Østergaard 2002

90

120

120

105 / 122 / 159 / 180 / 220
80
44
84

by Michiel van der Kley 2011

162 / 203 / 240
73
44
82

WIDE

SOUL

V11

WIDE

SOUL

V11

2,5-seater or 3-seater. Brushed stainless steel.
Couture stitching is optional.

2-seater, 2,5-seater, 3-seater or 3,5-seater. Seat and back
cushions can be rotated. Brushed stainless steel, beech og
oak. Steelbars are optional.

3-seater. Solid oak soap treated, lacquered or oil
treated.Piping on seat, back and arms.

by Tom Stepp 2003

W
H
SH
D

175 / 200
87
46
87

2012

W
H
SH
D

150 / 172 / 200 / 235
82
45
82

by Illum Wikkelsø 1965

W
H
SH
D

230
74
42
80

WELCOME TO THE
STOUBY

SWEDEN
Thomas Larsen
+45 2834 5333
Thomas@stouby.com
UK
Couch Potato Company
+44 020 8894 1333
info@stouby.co.uk
THANKS TO:
Camo Leathers A/S . Elmo Sweden AB . Stine Skytte Østergaard . Mark Lauberg
www.martinasbaek.com . www.normanncopenhagen.com . www.massimo.dk
www.fuss.dk . www.vibekefonnesbergschmidt.dk . www.zero-lighting.dk
www.varehuset.net . www.flos.dk . www.orsjo.com . www.formverk.dk

STOUBY FURNITURE A/S
Haremarksvej 7
DK 8723 Loesning
+45 7565 0100
stouby@stouby.com

SALES- &
MARKETINGDIRECTOR
Lars Hovgaard
+45 2446 5277
lars@stouby.com

www.stouby.com
www.stouby.co.uk

